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Wearable strain sensors for human motion detection are being spotlighted in various fields such as
medical, entertainment and sports industry. In this paper, we propose a new type of stretchable strain
sensors that can detect both tensile and compressive strains and can be fabricated by very simple process.
Silver nanoparticle (Ag NP) thin film patterned on the polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp by singlestep direct transfer process is used as the strain sensing material. The working principle is the change in
the electrical resistance caused by the opening/closure of micro-cracks under mechanical deformation.
The fabricated stretchable strain sensor shows highly sensitive and durable sensing performances in
various tensile/compressive strains, long-term cyclic loading and relaxation test. We demonstrate the
applications of our stretchable strain sensors such as flexible pressure sensors and wearable human
motion detection devices with high sensitivity, response speed and mechanical robustness.

1. Introduction
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Recently, there has been growing interest in human-friendly
electronic devices such as flexible batteries1, 2, stretchable
circuits3-5 and flexible sensors6-9. Specifically, wearable strain
sensors attached on the clothing or human body could be used as
a human motion detector in medical (eg. rehabilitation assistance
and personal health monitoring)10, 11, sport (eg. performance
monitoring and novice training)12, 13 and entertainment fields (eg.
immersive games and motion capture for movie and animation).
In human motion detection, the strain sensor has to satisfy the
following requirements: high stretchability, flexibility, sensitivity,
durability and fast response/recovery speeds. Among these
requirements, high stretchability is very important for detecting
large range of human motions. However, conventional strain
gauges using rigid materials such as metal thin foil or silicon
piezoresistor have limited stretchability (εmax<5 %). Therefore,
various kinds of strain sensing materials such as carbon
nanotube/polymer (PDMS)14-18, carbon black/thermoplastic
elastomer19, graphene/epoxy20, silicon nanomembrane/polymer
(Ecoflex)21 and ZnO nanowire/polystyrene nanofiber hybrid
structures22 have been studied for advanced strain sensors with
high stretchability. However, aforementioned studies require
multi-step fabrication processes including time-consuming
synthesis process of sensing materials or metallization process
under tightly restricted vacuum conditions. Also, most studies
have focused on the sensing of tensile strain, not the compressive
strain.
In this work, we present a new type of stretchable strain
sensors with high sensitivities not only to tensile but also to
compressive strains. Using single-step direct transfer patterning,
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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ion-based metal nano-ink was transferred from the donor
substrate to the micro-structured PDMS stamp and used as
sensing material as well as electrodes, which is a very simple and
low-cost process. The fabricated strain sensor based on the microcracks of metal nanoparticle thin film on the PDMS stamp can be
stretched up to 20 % strain with high durability and high strain
sensitivity. Also, we demonstrated that the fabricated strain
sensor could be used as wearable human motion detection
devices for fingers and wrists. In addition, flexible pressure
sensor with high sensitivity as well as fast response and recovery
to the low pressure (< 1kPa) was implemented by using
stretchable strain sensing elements.

2. Experimental
2.1 Strain sensor based on Ag NP thin film
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As the first step, the mixture of PDMS pre-polymer and curing
agent (Sylgard 184, Dow corning, USA) with weight ratio of 10:1
was poured on the silicon mold with SU-8 10 negative photoresist
patterned by conventional photolithography process. After curing
in a convection oven at 65 °C for 4h, micro-structured PDMS
stamps with thickness of 1 mm and step height of 10 um were
detached from the silicon mold. Next, an ion-based Ag nano-ink
(TEC-IJ-040, Inktec, Korea) was spin-coated at 5000 rpm for 30 s
on a piece of silicon (3 × 3 cm2) as a donor substrate. The
concentration and viscosity of Ag nano-ink are 20 wt % and 15
cP, respectively. Then, PDMS stamp was pressed by a nominal
pressure of ~30 kPa onto the donor substrate with spin-coated Ag
nano-ink film for 20 s. Here, PDMS stamp was used as both the
stamp for transfer of Ag nano-ink and the target
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Fig. 1 (a) Working principle of stretchable strain sensor: І) Ag NP thin
film on PDMS substrate during an elongation/relaxation cycle, ІІ)-ІІІ)
change in current path and resistance of Ag NP thin film during an
elongation/relaxation cycle; (b) Environmental SEM images of microcracks on Ag NP thin film at ε = 0 % and ε = 20 %, respectively; A
number of micro-cracks opened at ε = 20 % by tensile load as compared
to the relaxation status (ε = 0 %) of the sensor.
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substrate. After detaching PDMS stamp from the donor substrate,
it was annealed in the convention oven at 140°C for 20 min for
removing the organic solvent and making conductive connections
between Ag NPs by sintering. During this process, ionic Ag
nano-ink was transformed into a solidified Ag NP thin film (See
Fig. 2a). The sizes of annealed Ag NPs range from 25 to 35 nm,
with an average diameter of 28.5 nm and standard deviation of
3.1 nm. The mechanism of Ag nano-ink transfer from the donor
substrate to the micro-structured PDMS is the cohesive failure of
Ag NP nano-ink solution23. The adhesive energy between the Ag
nano-ink and the donor substrate and that between the Ag nanoink and PDMS are both larger than the cohesive energy of the Ag
nano-ink. Therefore, partial transfer of the Ag nano-ink to the
PDMS occurs by inner breaking behavior of Ag nano-ink (See
Supporting Information, Fig. S1). The fabricated strain sensor
was etched by using focused ion beam (FIB) in order to observe
the cross section of the Ag NP thin film on the PDMS substrate.
The electromechanical characteristics of the packaged strain
sensor were measured by using a motion controller (PMC-1HS,
Autonics Corp., Korea) and a potentiostat (CHI601D, CH
Instruments, Inc., USA).

coating on silicon substrate with PR patterns followed by thermal
curing process. Ag NP pattern was printed on the PDMS
membrane by using single-step direct transfer process mentioned
above. The PDMS membrane with serpentine Ag NP pattern was
aligned and bonded onto a PDMS block with a center hole as
shown in Fig. 6a.

3. Results and Discussion
Many previous studies have reported that microscale cracks
are created in the metal thin films on the elastomeric substrate
during the deposition/transfer processes18, 23-25. Although these
metal thin films with initial micro-cracks on the elastomeric
substrate have high electrical resistance, they are stretchable
maintaining the electrical conductance under tensile strain cycles.
In the work by S.P. Lacour et al18 and I. M. Graz et al24, the
mechanisms of stretchability of cracked metal thin films on
elastomeric polymer were explained. When the metal thin film on
elastomeric polymer is stretched, the local strain on the metal thin
film is not high enough to make plastic deformation of metal
ligament networks due to the twisting and out-of-plane deflection
of the metal networks. Therefore, the resistance of the metal thin
film is increased by the opening of micro-cracks during the
elongation cycle but then recovered by their closure during the
release cycle. The working principle of our stretchable strain
sensor based on the Ag NP thin film with micro-cracks is also the
stretchability of the Ag NP thin film as shown in Fig. 1a. When a

2.2 Motion detection glove
The fabricated strain sensors were attached on forefinger and
middle finger parts of a rubber glove. Then, strain sensors were
connected with Lab-View based multi-channel data acquisition
system (National Instruments, USA). The electrical resistance of
the integrated sensors was continuously measured and monitored
in real-time.
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2.3 Flexible pressure sensor
Thin PDMS membranes were fabricated by conventional spin
2 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00

Fig. 2 (a) Fabrication process of Ag NP-based stretchable strain sensor by
using single-step direct transfer printing on the PDMS substrate, (b-c)
Schematic and photograph images of the fabricated strain sensor, (d-e)
SEM images of surface and cross-section of transferred Ag NP thin films
on the PDMS substrate; Initial micro-cracks were created on the Ag NP
thin film during the annealing process due to the difference of thermal
expansion coefficient between Ag NP thin film and PDMS as well as the
shrinkage of film during the formation of Ag NPs from ionic solution.
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Fig. 3 (a-b) Photograph and schematic images of strain sensor packaged by PDMS cover; Sensing performances of the sensor under (c) a
cycle of strain from ε = 0 % to ε = 20 % and (d) 1,000 cycles of elongation/relaxation at ε = 10 %; Drift characteristics of the sensor
under a constant strain at ε = 10 % for (e) 10 min and (f) 1 h; Sensing performances of the sensor under (g) various compressive strains
(0.8%, 1.6%, 2.9%, and 3.6%) and (h) repeated cycles of tensile (10 %)/compressive (0.4 %) strains

tensile strain is applied to the sensor, initial micro-cracks are
enlarged in a perpendicular direction to the stretch. Here, the
electrical current path becomes narrower and longer due to the
hindrance by the increased micro-cracks. As a result, the
resistance of strain sensor is increased under the stretching
process. After the release of strain (i.e. ε = 0 %), micro-cracks are
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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closed to the initial state and the resistance of strain sensor is
recovered (See Supporting Information, Fig. S2). In-situ, lowvacuum (~0.2 mbar) mode scanning electron microscope (SEM)
images of the Ag NP thin film on PDMS substrate under tensile
strains are shown in Fig. 1b. At ε = 20 %, a number of initial
micro-cracks and newly created micro-cracks by the applied
Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00 | 3
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strain were opened with widths from tens of nanometers to a few
hundreds of nanometers in a perpendicular orientation to the
direction of elongation. After releasing the Ag NP thin film from
strain (i.e. ε = 0 %), the orientations of micro-cracks became
random and their widths became greatly reduced. Also, the
surface of the micro-cracks on the Ag NP thin film during an
elongation/relaxation cycle was observed by using Atomic Force
Microscopy (AFM) (See Supporting Information, Fig. S3).
As mentioned above, the sensor was fabricated by very simple
process based on the single-step direct transfer patterning of ionbased metal nano-ink from the donor substrate to the microstructured PDMS stamp (See Fig. 2a). The schematic diagrams
and photograph image of the fabricated strain sensor are shown in
Fig. panels 2b and 2c. The SEM images of surface and crosssection of the Ag NP thin films on the PDMS substrate in Fig.
panels 2d and 2e reveal that many initial micro-cracks exist on
the surface of the Ag NP thin films. The average thickness of Ag
NP thin film from 7 measurement spots was 356 nm with a
standard deviation of 75 nm. Due to the significant difference of
thermal expansion coefficient (α) between Ag NP thin film (bulk
silver: α=18.9 µm·m-1·K-1) and PDMS (Sylgard 184: α=310
µm·m-1·K-1), numerous initial micro-cracks were created during
the annealing process. In order to evaluate the electrical
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characteristics of the fabricated Ag NP thin film on the PDMS
substrate, we measured the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics
and resistivity using 4 point probe measurement method. Ag NP
thin films showed a typical ohmic resistor behavior with an
average resistivity (ρ) of 6.67 × 10-6 Ω·m, which is ~400 times
higher than that of bulk Ag (ρ=1.6 × 10-8 Ω·m). This high
resistivity was caused by porous structure and numerous initial
micro-cracks on the surface of the Ag NP thin film. Since the asdeposited thin film is made by coating of ionic ink, it is totally
nonconductive and thus its conductivity cannot be measured
before annealing process.
Environmental factors such as humidity, temperature, and
physical damage can affect the characteristics of the strain sensor.
Therefore, the fabricated strain sensor on the PDMS stamp was
covered by 0.4 mm thick PDMS encapsulation layer except the
contact pad areas to prevent the influence of environment factors
(Fig. 3a,b). As shown in Fig. 3c, strains from 0 % to 20 % with an
incremental step of 5 % (dwelling period = 10 s and a strain rate 1
%/s for each step) were applied to the strain sensor. The sensor
showed linearity to the applied strains with a little hysteresis

45

Fig. 4 (a) Results of molecular dynamics based numerical simulation for Ag NP thin film under elongation/relaxation processes; During the elongation
process by external load, micro-cracks were opened and propagated at higher strains. During the relaxation process, opened micro-cracks become smaller
and closed with decreasing strains; (b) Relative change of electrical resistance of Ag NP thin film with and without initial micro-cracks under
stretching/releasing process calculated by numerical simulation
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during the recovery process. However, the sensor showed
relatively slower recovery time periods than fast response to
elongation. During the loading/unloading cycles of elastomer
materials, residual strain can be generated after unloading process
of the stretched elastomer due to the residual stress26, 27.
Therefore, these experimental results may be caused by the
hysteresis and residual strain of the PDMS substrate. The change
of the normalized resistance (∆R/R0) was from 0.06 (ε = 5 %) to
0.41 (ε = 20 %) with a maximum gauge factor (GF) of 2.05 at ε =
20 %. The change of electrical resistance can be attributed to the
widening of the initial micro-cracks as well as the creation of new
micro-cracks during the elongation process. On the other hand,
opened initial and newly created micro-cracks become smaller
and closed to the initial state during the strain release process due
to the elasticity of PDMS substrate, resulting in the recovery of
resistance.
Strain sensor has to maintain its sensing characteristics without
fatigue failure for real-life applications. To investigate the longterm stability of the strain sensor, 1,000 cycles of repeated
stretching/releasing with a maximum strain of ε=10 % was
applied to the sensor at a strain rate of ±2.5 %/s for 8,000 s (Fig.
3d). The strain sensor showed good stability with the maximum
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change of the normalized resistance (∆R/R0) of 0.24 during 1,000
cycles of stretching/releasing without failure. From this
experimental result, we could verify that our strain sensor has
good mechanical durability against repeated elongation/relaxation
cycles such as human motion, despite a certain level of long-term
drifting. Also, 10 % strain was applied to the strain sensor at a
strain ramping rate of 1 %/s and maintained for 10 min and 1 h,
respectively, in order to observe the drifting characteristics of the
sensor under static loading (Fig. 3e, f). Under a constant strain of
ε =10 %, the drifts of electrical resistance of the strain sensor
were only 1 % for 10 min and 1.5 % for 1 h.
In addition to the sensing characteristics under tensile loading,
the sensing performance of the sensor was investigated under
compressive loading. As shown in Fig. 3g, two sets of
compressive loading cycles composed of four different
compressive strains (ε = -0.8 %, -1.6 %, -2.9 % and -3.6 %; strain
rate=1 %/s), 10 times each, were applied to the strain sensor by
bending motion. In the first cycle, the change of the normalized
resistance (∆R/R0) was increased from -0.10 at ε = -0.8 % to 0.17 at ε = -3.6 % with increasing compressive strains. It is

45

Fig. 5 Photograph image of (a) a motion detection glove and (c) wrist guard with integrated strain sensors; Sensing performance of the strain sensor on (b)
the motion detection glove and (d) the wrist guard; Strain sensors on the glove and wrist guard showed highly sensitive and quick responses to the motions
of both forefinger and middle finger by positive bending, as well as both positive and negative bending motions of the wrist.
50
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believed that the initial micro-cracks on the Ag NP thin film
causing the high resistance of the film28 became smaller or closed
by the compressive loading, improving the electrical contacts
between neighboring Ag NPs. The maximum and minimum GF’s
for compressive strains were 12.5 at ε = -0.8 % and 4.7 for ε = 3.6 %. In the second set of compressive loading, the sensor
showed similar sensing performance as the first set. Furthermore,
we could verify that the sensor exhibited repeatable and stable
responses to the repeated stretching (ε = 10 %) and compression
(ε = -0.4 %) cycles as shown in Fig. 3h. Many strain sensors
previously developed have shown no or little sensitivity to the
compressive strains16 and therefore required two different sensors
for detecting positive and negative strains. On the other hand, our
sensor can be used for detecting both positive and negative strains
from various human motions.
In order to understand the opening/closure behavior of microcracks on the Ag NP thin film by stretching/releasing processes,
we conducted a numerical simulation. In our model, the adhesion
between NPs are described as elastic bonds with maximum
allowable strains, and the adhesion between NPs and the substrate
is described in a similar manner. The following assumptions and
conditions were used for the numerical simulation in order to
capture the experimental conditions: (a) The bonding stiffness
between Ag NPs is assumed to be uniform; (b) Maximum
allowable strains between NPs before bond breaking are
randomly distributed. If the strain between NPs exceeds the
maximum value, cohesion force between NPs disappears; (c)
Each Ag NP is attached to the substrate until the force between
the NP and the substrate is smaller than a critical value, and
separated if the force exceeds the critical value; (d) The substrate
is described as a perfect isotropic elastic medium within the strain
range considered in this study. The Ag NP thin film was stretched
up to ε = 25 % and then released to ε = 0 % as shown in Fig. 4a.
During the elongation process, the initial micro-cracks were
opened and propagated through the Ag NP network, resulting in
larger and longer micro-cracks and higher electrical resistance at
higher strains. Then, stretched Ag NP thin films were released to
the initial state when the strain returns to ε = 0 %. During the
strain release process, the strains between Ag NPs were decreased
and became smaller than maximum allowable strain. This allows
most Ag NPs to rebond with their neighboring NPs. Therefore,
most opened micro-cracks were closed again and the electrical
resistance was recovered close to the initial value at ε = 0 %.
Here, it should be noted that a very small increase of resistance
from the initial value occurs (4.90 % for the Ag NP thin film with
initial cracks and 3.18 % for Ag NP thin film without initial
cracks) since very small fraction of NPs is not completely closed
again. Fig. 4b shows the numerical simulation result of Ag NP
thin film with and without initial cracks. During the entire
stretching/releasing process, the rate of change in resistance of
the Ag NP thin film with initial cracks was larger than that of Ag
NP thin film without initial cracks. The stress concentration near
initial crack tips fosters the debonding between NPs, which
results in the larger resistance change compared to the film
without initial cracks. Therefore, the Ag NP thin film strain
sensor with initial cracks could be more sensitive to the applied
strain. These numerical simulation results show good agreement
with the opening/closure behavior of the micro-cracks on Ag NP
6 | Journal Name, [year], [vol], 00–00
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thin film as the working principle of the developed strain sensor.
The size of the cracks or pores can affect the electrical
characteristics of the Ag NP thin films. Pore-induced strain
concentration can accelerate the initiation of microcracks29. Also,
we have shown that Ag NP thin films with larger surface pores
showed larger and longer cracks by tensile loading, resulting in
poor electromechanical characteristics28. In addition, we
conducted more in-depth numerical simulations of electrical
resistivity of Ag NP thin film (See Fig. S4). We described the Ag
NP thin film with bead-and-spring model, in which a broken
bond is equivalent to a microcrack with the size of a NP diameter.
To study the effect of number and size of microcracks to the
electromechanical responses, we considered the following four
cases: without cracks (A), 5 % of randomly broken bonds (B), 20
% of randomly broken bonds (C), and 15 % of broken bonds
where we always break a cluster of 3 neighboring bonds together
(D). Thus, (C) has 4 times more microcracks with the same size
as compared to (B). In contrast, (D) has the same number of
microcracks but the size of each microcrack is 3 times bigger
than (B). As shown in Fig. S4, during the entire
stretching/releasing process, the rates of change in the resistance
of (C) was larger than those of (A) and (B). Also, (D) showed
higher ∆R/R0 than those of (A) and (B). The maximum ∆R/R0 at
ε=25 % were 1.45 (A), 1.67 (B), 2.50 (C), and 2.64 (D),
respectively. Therefore, we could conclude that the Ag NP thin
film shows higher sensitivity to applied tensile strain when the
size of individual cracks is larger or total number of cracks is
higher.
Since the developed strain sensor has great advantages such as
mechanical flexibility, bendability and high strain sensitivity,
they can be used for the human motion detection10-13. In this
work, we used our Ag NP-based strain sensor for detecting the
motions of human fingers and wrist. As shown in Fig. 5a, we
developed a motion detection glove integrated with strain sensors
on the finger joints. Fig. 5b shows the sensing performance of the
motion detection glove for different finger motions. During the
bending/relaxation motion of the forefinger, the resistance of the
forefinger sensor (#1) was increased and recovered. During this
period, the middle finger sensor (#2) did not show any response.
On the other hand, sensor #2 shows significant and quick
responses by the motion of middle finger. Small signals from
sensor #1 during this period are due to the small motion of
forefinger caused by the middle finger motion. When both the
forefinger and middle finger moved at the same time, both
sensors rapidly responded to their repeated bending/relaxation
motions. This result indicates the excellent performance of
developed Ag NP based strain sensors for the flexible and
wearable glove system for human finger motion detection.
The motion of the wrist involves both positive and negative
bending at the joint, which means both tensile and compressive
strains can be induced on the surface. Since our sensor can detect
both tensile and compressive strains, they were used for the
detection of wrist motion. As shown in Fig. 5c-d, the strain sensor
was integrated on the top surface of wrist band and the sensing
performance was measured. When the wrist was bent downward
(positive bending) with induced tensile strain to the sensor, the
resistance of the sensor was increased. Then, the resistance of the
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and the sensing performance was uniform under repeated on/off
cycles of the input pressure. As shown in Fig. 6d, the response
(∆R/R0) to a pressure of 3kPa for the sensor with 100 µm-thick
PDMS membrane was ~28 times higher than that of the sensor
with 500 µm-thick PDMS membrane due to much higher
mechanical flexibility. Therefore, the sensitivity and operation
range can be easily adjusted by controlling the thickness of
PDMS membrane. We believe that our flexible pressure sensor
can be used for detecting low pressure on curved/non-flat surface
in various applications such as blood pressure measurement on a
stent and catheter, gas leakage detection on curved pipe surface,
etc.
Conclusions
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Fig. 6 Flexible pressure sensor: (a) Photograph image of the fabricated
flexible pressure sensor on PDMS block, (b) Working principle of
flexible pressure sensor, (c) Sensing performances of the pressure sensor
with 100 µm thick PDMS membrane under pressure of 1kPa, (d) Sensing
performances of the pressure sensor with various PDMS membrane
thicknesses (100, 225, 500 µm) under repeated pressure from 1 to 3 kPa

sensor was recovered by moving the wrist back to the initial state.
Also, the sensor showed repeatable sensing performance under
repeated bending/relaxation cycles. On the other hand, when the
wrist was bent upward, the resistance of the sensor was decreased
due to the induced compressive strain by the negative bending of
the sensor. The sensor response to repeated cycles of larger
positive bending and negative bending motions of the wrist was
also measured. The resistance of the sensor was sharply increased
during the positive bending periods and then was decreased lower
than initial resistance value during the negative bending periods.
From these motion detection results, we demonstrated that our
sensor can be applicable to the real-time and parallel sensing of
multiple human motions with a large range of strains. Also, we
used the strain sensor for detecting the motion of Adam’s apple
caused by spittle swallowing. The repeated tiny motions of
Adam’s apple by swallowing spittle resulted in the contraction of
the skin and thus induced the decrease of the electrical resistance
of the strain sensor (See Supporting Information, Fig. S5).
Furthermore, as another application, we used our sensor as the
flexible pressure sensor. Flexible pressure sensors have several
advantages such as mechanical flexibility, shock resistance and
compatibility with non-flat surfaces. Therefore, various flexible
pressure sensors have been studied for applications in medical
and industrial fields30-34. In this work, we utilized a thin PDMS
membrane (thickness = 100-500 µm) as a deformable diaphragm
and Ag NP based serpentine metallic patterns as the
piezoresistive element to implement a flexible pressure sensor
device. The working principle of the fabricated flexible pressure
sensor is shown in Fig. 6b. An upward deflection of the
membrane by positive pressure causes tensile strain of PDMS
membrane, resulting in the increase of the resistance of the Ag
NP thin film. Fig. 6c shows the sensing performance of flexible
pressure sensor with 100 µm thick PDMS membrane for 1 kPa
input pressure. The pressure sensor showed fast response (~1 s)
and recovery (~0.5 s) speeds with high sensitivity (∆R/R0 = 0.35)
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry [year]
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In conclusion, we demonstrated a new type of highly flexible
and stretchable strain sensors based on Ag NP thin film on PDMS
substrate using single-step direct transfer process of ion-based Ag
nano-ink. This fabrication method is very simple with fast
fabrication speed and low manufacturing cost. The opening and
closure of micro-cracks on the Ag NP thin film by
elongation/relaxation cycles enable high stretchability and
sensitivity of the sensor. The strain sensor showed excellent
sensing performance with fast response/recovery and high
sensitivity under both tensile and compressive strains.
Furthermore, the sensor exhibited good durability against
repeated loading cycles and long-term stability against constant
strain. We demonstrated that the developed strain sensor is
applicable for detecting multiple human motions such as finger
and wrist motions and for measuring the pressure with high
sensitivity to a low pressure. It is believed that this Ag NP-based
stretchable strain sensor can provide a very efficient and highly
economic approach to enable the human motion, force and
pressure measurement devices for the next-generation flexible
and wearable electronic systems.
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